Taxonomic perils and pitfalls of dataset assembly in ecology: a case study of the naturalized Asteraceae in Australia
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Abstract

The value of plant ecological datasets with hundreds or thousands of species is principally determined by the taxonomic accuracy of their plant names. However, combining existing lists of species to assemble a harmonized dataset that is clean of taxonomic errors can be a difficult task for non-taxonomists. Here, we describe the range of taxonomic difficulties likely to be encountered during dataset assembly and present an easy-to-use taxonomic cleaning protocol aimed at assisting researchers not familiar with the finer details of taxonomic cleaning. The protocol produces a final dataset (FD) linked to a companion dataset (CD), providing clear details of the path from existing lists to the FD taken by each cleaned taxon. Taxa are checked off against ten categories in the CD that succinctly summarize all taxonomic modifications required. Two older, publicly-available lists of naturalized Asteraceae in Australia were merged into a harmonized dataset as a case study to quantify the impacts of ignoring the critical process of taxonomic cleaning in invasion ecology. Our FD of naturalized Asteraceae contained 257 species and infra-species. Without implementation of the full cleaning protocol, the dataset would have contained 328 taxa, a 28% overestimate of taxon richness by 71 taxa. Our naturalized Asteraceae CD described the exclusion of 88 names due to nomenclatural issues (e.g. synonymy), the inclusion of 26 updated currently accepted names and four taxa newly naturalized since the production of the source datasets, and the exclusion of 13 taxa that were either found not to be in Australia or were in fact doubtfully naturalized. This study also supports the notion that automated processes alone will not be enough to ensure taxonomically clean datasets, and that manual scrutiny of data is essential. In the long term, this will best be supported by increased investment in taxonomy and botany in university curricula.
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Introduction

Large datasets in plant ecology, composed of hundreds or thousands of species, are increasingly being assembled by combining existing lists of species (van Kleunen et al. 2015). The value of such datasets for addressing research questions is first and foremost determined by the quality of taxonomic accuracy underpinning their plant names. The task of merging multiple source datasets into one plant ecological dataset that is clean of taxonomic errors is seldom straightforward because lists that have not been actively maintained become outdated and riddled with incorrect or obsolete taxonomy (Soberón and Peterson 2004, Hulme and Weser 2011). This can lead to a lack of taxonomic congruence among existing lists and ultimately the assembly of a taxonomically unreliable dataset (Jansen and Dengler 2010). The use of unreliable datasets is of concern as they increase the risk of reaching questionable ecological conclusions and making poorly informed conservation and management decisions (Pyšek et al. 2013).

Taxonomic cleaning during the assembly of plant ecological datasets can be an especially difficult process for non-taxonomists, not only because of the inherent complexities of taxonomy and the ongoing nature of taxonomic change (Chapman 2005), but also given the recent decline of taxonomic expertise and resources (Wheeler 2014, Halme et al. 2015) that would normally be the first point of contact for taxonomic assistance (Gotelli 2004). The sorts of problems that need to be overcome during the assembly of plant ecological datasets include, among others, locating scientifically reliable source datasets, resolving issues of synonymy so that species’ names are correct and currently accepted, and, where relevant, assigning the correct ecological status (e.g. rare, naturalized, invasive) to each species’ name. For instance, a status of common may have switched to a status of rare by the time of dataset assembly (e.g. Murray and Hose 2005). Despite these problems, the increasing global availability of large volumes of ecological data and the growing reliance on Big Data to address the world’s environmental problems mean that efforts must continue to assemble taxonomically clean and reliable datasets.

In an effort to assist ecologists not familiar with the finer details of taxonomic cleaning and who may not have previously assembled an ecological dataset, our first aim in the present study is to describe the range of taxonomic difficulties likely to be encountered when combining existing lists of plant species into a harmonized dataset. To facilitate this, we present a systematic taxonomic cleaning protocol for merging multiple source datasets into a single plant ecological dataset. The protocol draws partly on established knowledge and procedures for taxonomic cleaning (e.g. Chapman 2005, Chavan 2007, Kooyman et al. 2012, Pyšek et al. 2013, Mathew et al. 2014) and expands upon these in a systematic way to include searches for taxa new to a study.
region since the production of source datasets, confirmation of the occurrence of taxa in the region through manual inspection of distribution records, and verification of the ecological status of taxa. Our second aim is to present a case study that assembles a dataset of naturalized species and infra-species in the Asteraceae in Australia by merging two publicly available source datasets (Groves et al. 2003, Randall 2007). Importantly, we use this case study to quantify the impacts and to highlight the ramifications of ignoring the critical process of taxonomic cleaning.

Methods

Dataset design

Data cleaning identifies inaccurate and incomplete data and improves the quality of a dataset through correction of detected errors and omissions (Chapman 2005). We describe an eight step protocol for taxonomic cleaning (Fig. 1) that produces a final dataset (FD) linked to a companion dataset (CD). The FD is the cleaned dataset of species and infra-species (together referred to as taxa) ready for use in ecological studies (Suppl. material 1). The CD provides clear details of the path from source dataset to the FD taken by each taxon that has required some form of cleaning (Suppl. material 2).

The first four columns in both datasets contain genus, species, infra-species marker, and infra-species names while the fifth column contains the title(s) of the source dataset(s) in which taxon names occur. Central to the construction of the CD is checking off each taxon name against one or more of 10 categories listed in the CD. Each category, which has its own column in the CD for noting whether a taxon meets the requirements of the category, is described in full detail below (examples of each category are provided in Table 1). The CD is critical as it allows future studies to trace the origin of taxa in the FD exactly in the taxonomic form that they were collected and revisit them if need be. A comment column is included in both the FD and CD to ensure clearly articulated pathways of communication about the cleaning process between the two datasets. The 10 categories and comments columns transparently summarize all taxonomic modifications and updates, additions of new taxa, and taxon exclusions.

Taxonomic cleaning protocol

The eight step protocol presented here can be used to integrate any number of source lists, ranging from two to hundreds, into a single dataset from which taxonomic uncertainties and inaccuracies have been removed. The protocol is applicable to any taxonomic clade and in a consistent manner both to the assembly of datasets that target one or more geographic regions (from local plant communities to continental or global floras). The protocol can also be used to assemble comparative datasets that require large numbers of taxa to test ecological and evolutionary hypotheses which may not
necessarily be tied to a particular geographic region. Recently-developed automated processes for various aspects of cleaning (e.g. Cayuela et al. 2012, Boyle et al. 2013, Pennell et al. 2016) can be implemented while following our protocol.

We do not explore issues related to cleaning geographic coordinate records of taxa as these have been covered in detail elsewhere (e.g. Chapman 1998, Chapman 2005, Kooyman et al. 2012, Maldonado et al. 2015, Robertson et al. 2016). Our check for the occurrence of taxa in a region (step 6) is simple in that we are interested in whether a taxon is either in the study region or not. However, this step of the protocol does require careful scrutiny of available data such as inspection of comments on herbarium records and perhaps even new field surveys to ensure that specimens were collected within the study region.

**Step 1: Locating source datasets**

*Protocol*. Datasets can be obtained from a wide range of sources, including published floras, scientific papers, herbaria and museums. There is also an expanding availability of relevant data from sources such as the Global Biodiversity Information Facility.
Table 1. Descriptions of the 10 categories in the companion dataset with examples of naturalized Asteraceae in Australia. FD = final dataset, CD = companion dataset, GD = Groves et al. (2003), RD = Randall (2007).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Descriptions and taxa examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Clone</td>
<td>A taxon with an identical entry of its name in more than one source dataset. <em>Facelis retusa</em> has the same name in GD and RD. <em>Facelis retusa</em> is placed in the FD and in the CD checked off against the clone category.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. New</td>
<td>A taxon found to occur either within a study region or in clades that are the focus of a study, since the time when the source datasets were originally constructed. <em>Bidens aurea</em> has become naturalized in Australia since the preparation of GD and RD. <em>Bidens aurea</em> is placed in the FD and in the CD checked off against the new category.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Synonym</td>
<td>A taxon with an old, no longer accepted scientific name listed in a source dataset, and that is now recognized by a new, currently accepted scientific name. <em>Cnicus benedictus</em> in GD and RD is a synonym of the currently accepted name <em>Centaurea benedicta</em>. <em>Centaurea benedicta</em> is placed in the FD and <em>Cnicus benedictus</em> is placed in the CD checked off against the synonym category.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Infra-species</td>
<td>A taxon whose [genus + species] and [genus + species + infra-species] names in source datasets are taxonomically valid. <em>Centauria nigrescens</em> ssp. <em>nigrescens</em> in GD and <em>Centauria nigrescens</em> in RD are both valid names. We placed <em>Centaurea nigrescens</em> ssp. <em>nigrescens</em> in the FD and <em>Centauria nigrescens</em> in the CD checked off against the infra-species category, as we chose to include [genus + species + infra-species] names in the FD over [genus + species] names.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Problem</td>
<td>A taxon in a source dataset for which there is either current uncertainty regarding the correct name that should be used or whose name cannot be officially verified. <em>Palafoxia rosea</em> cannot be taxonomically verified and is excluded from the FD and placed in the CD checked off against the problem category.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Non-region</td>
<td>A taxon in a source dataset that is found on close inspection not to occur in the study region. <em>Brachylaena discolor</em> does not occur in Australia (both known herbarium records are from overseas) and is excluded from the FD and placed in the CD checked off against the non-region category.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Island</td>
<td>A taxon in a source dataset that is found on a nearby island, not on the mainland study region. <em>Picris hieracioides</em> is not on mainland Australia but has possibly been recorded on nearby Norfolk Island. <em>Picris hieracioides</em> is excluded from the FD and placed in the CD checked off against the island category.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Cultivated</td>
<td>A taxon in a source dataset that is found in the study region, but only in cultivated form. There are no examples of naturalized Asteraceae in the source datasets that are only in Australia in cultivation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Residence</td>
<td>A taxon in a source dataset that is native when the focus of the study is on exotic taxa, or a taxon that is exotic when the focus of the study is on native taxa. There are no examples of naturalized Asteraceae in the source datasets excluded from the FD because they are native to Australia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Status</td>
<td>A taxon whose ecological status in the source dataset does not match the required status. <em>Anacyclus radiatus</em> is excluded from the FD and placed in the CD checked off against status because it is doubtfully naturalized in Australia.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(GBIF, www.gbif.org), the Global Invasive Species Dataset (GISD, www.issg.org) and the TRY Plant Trait Dataset (TRY, www.try-db.org). Each source dataset used during dataset assembly is given a unique title to keep track of the origin of taxon names throughout the cleaning process.
Confidence that source datasets are scientifically reliable and have been produced carefully is an essential requirement for dataset assembly. No matter how much a source dataset is cleaned, if the underlying compilation of taxa in the source dataset is questionable, then use of the dataset will subsequently lead to the assembly of an unreliable dataset. The best-case scenario is found in regions with a long history of botanical work and record-keeping. In such cases, obtaining reliable and up-to-date source datasets is straightforward. For example, the alien flora of the Czech Republic has been carefully described (Pyšek et al. 2002, Pyšek et al. 2012a), and a solid body of research which has used and refined this work provides a supportive framework for new research (e.g. Mihulka et al. 2003, Pyšek et al. 2003, Chytrý et al. 2005, Křivánek and Pyšek 2006, Chytrý et al. 2009, Phillips et al. 2010, Pyšek et al. 2012b). The strength of such source datasets is that there is usually a wealth of information about how they were built, including references, contained in peer-reviewed papers. There is an important point of distinction, in terms of confidence in a source dataset, between regions with such dataset availability and regions which have lists that are perhaps only available online and that are not attached to an institution, lacking any information about their construction or ongoing taxonomic maintenance.

Naturalized Asteraceae. Australia was permanently settled by Europeans in 1788, and even within the first 14 years of settlement, 29 exotic plant taxa that were introduced either accidentally or deliberately had started to naturalize (Groves 2002). Since then, over 2,500 plant taxa have become naturalized across the continent (Groves et al. 2005). Our case study assembled a dataset of species and infra-species in the Asteraceae that have become naturalized in the natural environment in Australia since permanent European settlement. We selected the Asteraceae for our study because a large number of taxa in the group have become naturalized in Australia and many have become invasive and problematic across the landscape (Radford and Cousens 2000, Parsons and Cuthbertson 2001, Hamilton 2005, Dodd et al. 2015).

Two publicly available datasets of naturalized plants in Australia were used, Groves et al. (2003) and Randall (2007) (referred to as GD and RD respectively, here and in the FD and CD), to merge naturalized Asteraceae from these source datasets into a single dataset. These are older sources of information, but we selected these to specifically demonstrate the problems that are to be expected and the errors that can arise when combining existing lists of plant species into a harmonized dataset. The book by Groves et al. (2003), commissioned by the Department of Environment and Heritage in 2000 and the Bureau of Rural Sciences in 2001, was compiled by 14 plant specialists from all the States and Territories of Australia with high-level expertise in taxonomy and botany. Naturalized exotic plants were defined as species or infra-species that have been introduced, become established and that reproduce naturally in the wild, without human intervention, consistent with descriptions in Richardson et al. (2000). The book by Randall (2007), which not only provides a comprehensive list of all exotic plant species introduced to Australia, but also identifies those that have become naturalized somewhere in Australia, was a publication of the CRC for Australian Weed Management and represents
a development of *A Global Compendium of Weeds* (Randall 2002), a major dataset of all weedy flora of the world. Both GD and RD source datasets represent the results of years of meticulous botanical work.

**Step 2: Preparing a working list**

*Protocol.* All taxa from the source datasets are placed in an initial working list that is a precursor to the FD. Some taxa will be present more than once in the working list under exactly the same name when source datasets are merged. These repeat entries are kept in the working list at this stage with their different source titles.

*Naturalized Asteraceae.* There were a total of 537 taxa of naturalized Asteraceae in Australia in the working list resulting from the merging of GD and RD.

**Step 3: Managing clones**

*Protocol.* Clones are repeat, completely identical entries of a taxon name from more than one source dataset. Once all clones have been identified, their occurrence in the working list is reduced to a single-name entry for each cloned taxon. Each cloned taxon is placed in the CD and checked off against the *clone* category (Fig. 1), retaining all source titles for each taxon. This step is important for record keeping as it provides an initial evaluation of consistency among source datasets (Chapman 2005).

*Naturalized Asteraceae.* There were 209 clones across the 328 unique taxa derived from both source datasets. This translates to 76.6% of the 273 taxa in GD and 79.2% of the 264 taxa in RD that were initially common to both datasets, leaving 64 taxon names found only in GD and 55 taxon names found only in RD.

**Step 4: Identifying new taxa**

*Protocol.* This step ensures that the FD contains all taxa currently known to occur either within a target region (*sensu* Pyšek et al. 2004) or in clades that are the focus of study. Taxa new to a study region (e.g. newly discovered natives, recent introductions of exotics or non-endemic natives) and recently described taxa – since the time when the source datasets were originally constructed – need to be identified. Each new taxon is attached to a unique source title to keep track of the origin of the taxon name and placed in the FD. The names of these new taxa and their source titles are also placed in the CD and checked off against the *new* category in the companion dataset (Fig. 1).

*Naturalized Asteraceae.* To gather information about newly naturalized taxa in the Asteraceae in Australia since the compilation of the two source datasets, we conducted a literature search of publications from the Australian state herbaria and botanical gardens including *Austrobaileyia*, *Cunninghamia*, *Telopea*, *Muelleria*, *Journal of the*
Adelaide Botanical Gardens and Nuytsia. These journals periodically publish lists and records of plants newly recorded or identified as naturalized within Australia. We located three sources documenting new naturalizations in Australia, Hosking et al. (2007), Hosking et al. (2011) and Parsons (2012).

**Step 5: Correcting taxon names**

*Protocol.* This step requires careful scrutiny of taxon names in the working list to ensure that taxa are represented with their currently accepted and correct names. How difficult a task this is will ultimately depend on the availability of up-to-date taxonomic information via sources such as publications, online datasets and tools, detailed herbarium records, and taxonomists and their expertise. The guiding principle when updating taxa with their currently accepted names is to adopt a taxonomic system that provides an accepted, current authority in the jurisdiction of interest. Where no single authoritative source is available and competing taxonomies exist, researchers will need to make a choice and be explicitly clear about their taxonomic choices. This step in the process also corrects misspellings and lexical variants (i.e. different ways of writing the same name), and misapplications (where an incorrect name has mistakenly been given to a taxon), with any corrected taxon names checked in case they are clones of taxa already in the working list (step 3), to ensure that clones are limited to single-name entries. In some cases, it might be helpful to make use of automated recognition and correction tools for plant taxonomy, such as TaxonStand (Cayuela et al. 2012), the TNRS (Boyle et al. 2013) and taxonlookup (Pennell et al. 2016). If such tools are implemented, the version used must be carefully documented as these tools are also reliant on their underpinning sources of taxonomic information being maintained and kept up-to-date.

One of the most difficult taxonomic cleaning issues is dealing with the complex issue of synonymy. In taxonomy, a synonym is an old, no longer accepted scientific name that applies to a taxon that is now recognized by a new, currently accepted scientific name. Homotypic synonyms are problematic when assembling a dataset from multiple source datasets, as the inclusion of two or more names that refer to the same taxon (i.e. two or more names given to the same type specimen) leads to pseudo-replication in the dataset and thus problems with subsequent analyses and conclusions. Heterotypic synonyms consist of different names for different type specimens, which were all at one point considered distinct taxa, but which have now been lumped into the one taxon. Heterotypic synonymy needs to be resolved not only because the single, up-to-date taxon could have a broader geographic range than its constituent synonyms (an important distinction for macroecological studies of range size variation), but also because variation in life-history and ecological traits will probably be greater for the wider ranging up-to-date taxon (an important detail for comparative studies of life-history variation). It is also important to identify and correct any homonyms in the working list, which refer to a name for a taxon that is identical in spelling to another such name, that belongs to a different taxon, as well as any misapplications (i.e. where a taxon has been incorrectly
identified). Once all issues of synonymy have been identified, the single currently accepted name of a taxon is retained in the working list and non-current or misapplied names are excluded from the working list and placed in the CD and checked off against the synonym category (Fig. 1). Source titles are retained for each taxon with specific notes kept on the link that each synonymous taxon has to its currently accepted name in the working list, remembering that the working list becomes the FD at the end of the process.

It may become apparent that source datasets have chosen a different approach in relation to infra-species epithets. For example, a taxon might be represented with a [genus + species] name in one source dataset, but represented with [genus + species + infra-species] name in another (and in some cases both might be included). Sometimes, in checking the up-to-date names of such taxa, both names are considered to be current. An approach for dealing with infra-species in dataset assembly is to decide at the outset whether to include infra-species epithets across the whole working list, or if not, to pool infra-species into a [genus + species] name where appropriate. The latter approach can perhaps be used to deal with ‘difficult’ taxonomic groups where there are unresolved taxonomic issues. This pooling approach, however, can have disadvantages. Pooling infra-species into one larger taxon ignores potentially important differences among infra-species in their geographic distribution, life history, physiology and ecology. We suggest that where possible, infra-species are included in the working list. In such cases, the [genus + species] name that is not used is placed in the CD and checked off against the infra-species category and only the [genus + species + infra-species] name is retained in the working list with the relevant source title (Fig. 1). Where infra-species are not recognized, then [genus + species + infra-species] names are placed in the CD and checked off against the infra-species category, and the [genus + species] names are placed on the working list. The infra-species category provides the opportunity to contrast patterns emerging from the FD in analyses with and without infra-species if desired.

Some taxa may need to be removed from the working list, placed in the CD and checked off against a problem category (Fig. 1). These are either taxa for which there is current uncertainty regarding the correct name that should be used for the taxon in question or taxa whose names cannot be officially verified.

Naturalized Asteraceae. We used the Australian Plant Name Index (APNI, http://www.anbg.gov.au/apni/) and the Australian Plant Census (APC, http://www.chah.gov.au/apc/about-APC.html) to determine currently accepted names for all taxa in our working list. The system of nomenclature adopted for APC is endorsed by the Council of Heads of Australasian Herbaria (CHAH), while APNI is maintained by the Australian National Botanic Gardens in collaboration with the Centre for Australian National Biodiversity Research and the Australian Biological Resources Study.

**Step 6: Confirming occurrence in target region**

*Protocol.* If a research goal is to include all taxa within a specific geographic region, then taxa in the working list are verified for their occurrence within that target region. This
step may also include the requirement that taxa are identified as native or exotic to the region. Official plant censuses and herbarium records curated and maintained by national herbaria or botanic gardens, among other sources of reliable information, can be inspected closely to provide such verification. Ground truthing in the field may be required if there is real uncertainty about the occurrence of taxa in the region.

Taxa are removed from the working list, placed in the CD and checked off against the non-region category if there are no verified records of them in the target region (Fig. 1). This can happen, for instance, when specimens collected well outside the region are kept in herbaria and then those records are incorrectly entered into distributional datasets for the region which are then used as source datasets in dataset assembly.

Taxa are removed from the working list and placed in the CD and checked off against the island category if they are not found in the mainland target region, but are found on nearby external islands (Fig. 1). It is desirable to keep such taxa separate from those in the non-region category, as it might be argued for some studies, for instance, that it is important to perform analyses with and without nearby island species. For example, taxa in the island category might be excluded if seeking to identify those taxa that have naturalized within a mainland study region. These taxa might be included, however, if the goal is to identify taxa that have penetrated broader national biosecurity and quarantine systems where the island is considered part of the nation.

Taxa that only occur in the target region because they have been cultivated there, and which do not occur naturally in the wild, are removed from the working list, placed in the CD and checked off against the cultivated category (Fig. 1).

If a study is focused specifically on taxa native to the region, then exotic taxa are excluded from the working list and placed in the CD and checked off against the residence category (Fig. 1). If a study is about exotic taxa, then native taxa are excluded and placed in the residence category. Alternatively, this category need not be included in the CD, but rather a separate column distinguishing native from exotic taxa can be included in the FD if comparisons between natives and exotics are desired in the study.

Naturalized Asteraceae. We used APNI and APC to determine non-region, island and cultivated taxa or native residency of taxa in Australia that would exclude them from the FD. If a name wasn’t found in APNI, which provides a comprehensive record of every scientific plant name in taxonomic literature concerning Australia, this meant that the name had not been used in the scientific literature as referring to a taxon occurring within Australia. If a name was excluded from APC, this meant that the name was not considered by CHAH to be in Australia. We then scrutinized herbarium records in Australia’s Virtual Herbarium (AVH, www.avh.chah.org.au) to seek further evidence of occurrence of species in Australia. The AVH resource is maintained by CHAH and provides on-line access to Commonwealth, State and Territory herbarium records. These records provide important information on the date and location of collection and if specimens were obtained overseas, from islands or cultivated plants, or from plants occurring in natural habitats.
Step 7: Verifying ecological status

Protocol. Dataset assembly often requires a final clean so that only taxon names with a particular ecological status or statuses, related to their distribution and abundance within the target region, are included. These might include, for example, datasets comprised of taxa classified as either naturalized, invasive, declining, or threatened. We have included this step in the taxonomic cleaning process because this a particular area where taxonomy and ecology overlap considerably and they should not be considered separately (Graham et al. 2004, Wheeler 2004, Halme et al. 2015).

The definition of ecological status in the source datasets must be clear and should preferably comply for the most part with published and widely adopted descriptions. In the field of invasion ecology, for instance, there are widely adopted schemes for consistent terminology (e.g. Richardson et al. 2000, Blackburn et al. 2011). Only if these definitions are similar should source datasets be put through the process simultaneously. If two or more source datasets differ substantially in their classification schemes, and these differences cannot be resolved, it is advisable to treat the datasets independently and put them through the process separately to produce two separate FDs. For example, species invasiveness might be determined as level of impact in one source and as rate of spread and geographic range size in another, and it is important that these two definitions of invasiveness are not considered the same. If a taxon name does not have the appropriate ecological status, it is excluded from the working list, placed in the CD and checked off against a status category in the companion dataset (Fig. 1).

If more than one ecological status is assessed, then separate columns are included in the CD representing each status. As an alternative, this category need not be included in the CD, but rather a separate column distinguishing the status of each taxon can be included in the FD if comparisons between or among statuses are the focus of the study (e.g. the study seeks to compare rare and common taxa in the dataset).

Naturalized Asteraceae. The naturalized status of each taxon in Australia was reviewed by carefully examining source datasets in conjunction with APC, APNI and AVH. In particular, the APC states clearly if taxa are doubtfully naturalized, and we excluded those taxa from the FD.

Step 8: Producing the final and companion datasets

Protocol. The working list at this stage of the process becomes the FD of taxa linked to the CD. The FD has now been cleaned and is the primary, up-to-date inventory of species that can be used with confidence and transparency in dataset studies. In both the FD and CD, it is important to ensure that the language and terminology used in the comments columns are consistent, to ensure ease of use when cross-walking the datasets.

Naturalized Asteraceae. The FD is presented in Suppl. material 1 and the CD is presented in Suppl. material 2.
Results

Summary patterns in the FD and CD

The FD of naturalized Asteraceae in Australia contained 257 taxa. Four of these taxa (1.6%) were new, recorded as naturalized in Australia since the publication of the source datasets. There were 278 taxa in the CD. A total of 173 taxa (67.3% of the FD) were clones across the FD and CD with the same currently accepted name in both source datasets. There were 54 taxa (21.0%) in the FD that were either found only in GD (23 taxa, 8.9%) or only in RD (31 taxa, 12.1%) under their currently accepted name. Thus, a total of 227 taxa (88.3%) in the FD were unchanged from the source datasets. A total of 26 updated names (10.1%) not found in GD or RD were included in the FD.

A walk-through of the taxonomic cleaning process

The source datasets GD and RD were selected (step 1, Fig. 1) with the working list containing 537 taxon names after their merger (step 2, Fig. 1). Management of clones led to the removal of 209 duplicate taxon names (e.g. Ambrosia artemisiifolia) leaving 328 distinct taxon names in the working list (step 3, Fig. 1). We added 4 new taxa (e.g. Pentzia globosa) resulting in 332 taxa in the working list (step 4, Fig. 1). A total of 88 taxon names were excluded as they were either problematic (e.g. Chrysocoma comataurea); they were [genus + species] names that were replaced with valid [genus + species + infra-species] names (e.g. Chrysanthemoides monilifera in RD was excluded and Chrysanthemoides monilifera ssp. monilifera and Chrysanthemoides monilifera ssp. rotundata in GD were included); and/or they were old synonyms that required updating with currently accepted names (step 5, Fig. 1, e.g. four taxon names in GD, Xanthium cavanillesii, Xanthium italicum, Xanthium occidentale, Xanthium orientale were excluded and the currently accepted name Xanthium strumarium in RD was included). In some cases during this step, the currently accepted names or [genus + species + infra-species] names appeared in one or both of GD and RD. For example, Cineraria lyrata in RD was updated to Cineraria lyratiformis which appeared in both GD and RD (Suppl. material 2). In other cases, the old synonyms were replaced with a total of 26 updated names that were not in the source datasets (e.g. Oligocarpus calendulaceus was included and its synonym Osteospermum calendulaceum in GD and RD was excluded).

At the end of step 5, there were 270 taxa in the working list. Five taxa were found not to be present in Australia (e.g. Gazania serrata) and their removal left 265 taxa in the working list (step 6, Fig. 1). Eight taxa were identified as doubtfully naturalized (step 7, Fig. 1, e.g. Cichorium endivia) and their removal left 257 taxa in the working list which became the FD (step 8, Fig. 1). Among these eight taxa, Brachylaena discolor was excluded both because its two herbarium records were collected overseas and because it is considered doubtfully naturalized, while Picris hieracioides was excluded.
because it does occur on mainland Australia, its presence on an external island (Norfolk Island) is questionable due to misidentification and because it is also considered doubtfully naturalized.

**Discussion**

Several outcomes of our dataset assembly of naturalized Asteraceae in Australia demonstrate how critical it is to implement taxonomic cleaning. Although our study only dealt with a few hundred taxa, the outcomes of the study have direct implications for even bigger data studies involving thousands of taxa. First, the cleaned dataset contained 257 taxa. Had the cleaning protocol not been implemented, and a dataset constructed simply by merging the two source datasets (with just the straightforward removal of duplicate names), the assembled dataset would have contained 328 taxa. This equates to a considerable and unacceptable overestimate of taxon richness of naturalized Asteraceae in Australia by 71 taxa (27.6%). Such a high level of taxonomic inaccuracy is especially unsuitable for comparative plant studies that require accurate representations of phylogenetic relationships (Gotelli 2004). Second, any taxonomic cleaning process must account not just for nomenclatural issues (step 5), it must also include careful scrutiny of the occurrence (step 6) and ecological status (step 7) of each taxon. Had we not manually inspected the actual distributional records of each taxon, the assembled dataset would have contained 270 taxa, an overestimate of taxon richness by 13 taxa. Third, where there is any reasonable gap in time between dataset assembly and the construction of the source datasets, the literature must be scoured for evidence of new taxa that need to be added to the dataset (step 4). While in our case, this involved searching for and finding four recently naturalized taxa in Australia, in other cases, this might include newly described taxa within study clades.

Implementation of our cleaning protocol has also demonstrated that it is unlikely that a reliance on automated processes for cleaning will be all that is required to completely clean and prepare datasets. Indeed, previous work has described data cleaning and taxonomic scrutiny of Big Data as ‘intelligent processes’ (Chavan 2007), requiring the involvement of skilled individuals with taxonomic expertise to be fully effective. Kooyman et al. (2012) pointed out that even after automated taxonomic cleaning, each taxon in an assembled dataset must be individually inspected to ensure all taxonomic inaccuracies have been dealt with. While there have been recent efforts to automate the most time-consuming process (step 5) of cleaning (Cayuela et al. 2012, Boyle et al. 2013, Pennell et al. 2016), coordination of effort across a global or even more regional scales to provide combined automation of step 5 with steps 4 (new taxa), 6 (confirming occurrence) and 7 (verifying status) in particular will be much harder to achieve in the foreseeable future, and these steps will for some time require human vetting and expertise. This is especially so for step 6, as distributional records need to be inspected. With these records, there is often much detail and little consistency in how comments and notes are provided, making efforts to establish an automated process...
rather difficult. In addition, it is critical to understand that automated approaches are still reliant on the sources used for nomenclatural cleaning being regularly maintained and updated to reflect current taxonomic knowledge. Unfortunately, the approach to ensuring currently valid names are used has generally been haphazard in broader curatorial practice (Costello and Wieczorek 2013), but there is much scope for it to become more systematic as these datasets grow and receive more attention based on their value in the age of Big Data (Zermoglio et al. 2016).

The number of clones in the FD, taxa found in both GD and RD under their currently accepted names, was moderately high (67%). This is probably unsurprising given the meticulous nature with which the source datasets were constructed. Nevertheless, the differences between the two source datasets point to issues that need to be considered when merging datasets. For instance, the 21% of taxa in the FD that were either found only in GD or only in RD under their currently accepted name demonstrate that using more than one source dataset when possible is likely to lead to a higher number of relevant taxa in the FD and that disparate source datasets are likely to differ in their taxonomic content (e.g. Hulme and Weser 2011). At this stage, it is unclear why our two source datasets each contained taxa that the other did not. It is also interesting to note that in nearly ten years since the publication of the latest dataset (RD), 26 updated taxon names needed to be inserted into the FD with the removal of 88 other names for issues related to synonymy, infra-species epithets and problematic circumstances. These numbers are not insignificant and indicate that even in a short period of time, taxonomy is incredibly dynamic.

A key strength of the protocol presented in this paper is that it presents a simple step-by-step approach for taxonomic cleaning that can easily be adopted by non-specialists who are assembling a plant ecological dataset, perhaps for the first time. In addition, it systematically coordinates steps in a way that especially targets the construction of plant ecological datasets, particularly because it includes ecological aspects (i.e. occurrence, status) and the need to search the most up-to-date sources for taxa new to study regions (if a target area approach is used) or taxonomic clades (if a broader comparative study is involved). Further detailed descriptions of taxonomic cleaning can be obtained by consulting sources such as Chapman (2005) and Mathew et al. (2014). The production of both a final dataset and a companion dataset via our protocol make it very clear that we believe it important to be transparent about not only which taxa are included in a study, but also about those taxa not included and the reasons for their exclusion. The recent retraction of a published paper from the journal Biology Letters (Hanna and Cardillo 2014) on the grounds that the ecological dataset contained substantial errors lends weight to the argument of transparency in dataset presentation. Analysis of a revised dataset has produced considerably different outcomes compared with the original study, and will lead to a new publication in a different journal (Retraction Watch at http://retractionwatch.com/2016/12/27/error-laden-database-kills-paper-extinction-patterns/).

This is the first botanical study that details the types and amounts of taxonomically-related errors that arise when source datasets are merged to assemble an ecological
dataset. A small number of studies, however, have begun to empirically address the issue of taxonomic reliability in the sorts of large datasets available for use in large dataset studies in animal ecology. Zermoglio et al. (2016), for example, analysed 1000 scientific names taken at random from VertNet, an aggregator of vertebrate biodiversity data from natural history collections. They found that less than 47% of names were currently valid. Our cleaning protocol removed 27% (88 out of 328 taxon names at step 2) based on similar nomenclatural issues. Although this percentage is not as high as that reported in Zermoglio et al. (2016), it still represents the highest number of taxa requiring attention (excluding the removal of duplicate names). The high prevalence of synonymy is not surprising as this type of issue is the most difficult and time consuming to solve (Zermoglio et al. 2016). In this context, consultation with specialist taxonomists is highly desired (Gotelli 2004). However, such expertise has become less available in recent times (Wheeler 2014). In the long term, this problem will best be solved by increasing the taxonomic expertise of ecologists building and using datasets containing large numbers of species. Thus, our study provides further evidence to support calls for continued investment in plant systematics and the representation of taxonomy and botany in university curricula (Wheeler et al. 2012, Pyšek et al. 2013, Bebber et al. 2014, Wheeler 2014, Deng 2015).

Conclusions

Big data can be used effectively in a targeted way in ecological studies to address major scientific and societal problems (Hampton et al. 2013). However, the value of any analysis of large ecological datasets depends on the quality of the underlying taxonomic data (Valdecasas and Camacho 2003). The challenge is that taxonomic cleaning during dataset assembly is an incredibly difficult task. This difficulty, compounded by the global decline of taxonomic expertise, leads to situations where ecological datasets are often used without much attention being given to the quality of the underlying taxonomic data (Maldonado et al. 2015). This is concerning because a lack of appropriate taxonomic consideration can have serious impacts on the robustness of outcomes from large dataset studies (Jansen and Dengler 2010, Duarte et al. 2014, Zermoglio et al. 2016). The protocol we have presented here is helpful because it brings together an integrated management plan that combines usually disparate elements of dataset assembly which are not always considered together in a systematic way for plant ecological datasets. Our study has clearly shown that ignoring the critical process of taxonomic cleaning can lead to serious dataset problems that will likely lead to incorrect ecological conclusions.
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Supplementary material 1

Final dataset
Authors: Brad R. Murray, Leigh J. Martin, Megan L. Phillips, Petr Pyšek
Data type: species data
Explanation note: The final dataset (FD) of naturalized species and infra-species of Asteraceae in Australia. GD and RD refer to the Groves et al. (2003) and Randall (2007) source datasets respectively. Comments link the names of taxa to the companion dataset (CD, Suppl. material 2).
Copyright notice: This dataset is made available under the Open Database License (http://opendatacommons.org/licenses/odbl/1.0/). The Open Database License (ODbL) is a license agreement intended to allow users to freely share, modify, and use this Dataset while maintaining this same freedom for others, provided that the original source and author(s) are credited.

Supplementary material 2

Companion dataset
Authors: Brad R. Murray, Leigh J. Martin, Megan L. Phillips, Petr Pyšek
Data type: species data
Explanation note: The companion dataset (CD) for naturalized Asteraceae in Australia. GD and RD refer to the Groves et al. (2003) and Randall (2007) source datasets respectively. A ‘Y’ indicates that the taxon name is checked off against the header category. Comments link the names of taxa to the final dataset (FD, Suppl. material 1).
Copyright notice: This dataset is made available under the Open Database License (http://opendatacommons.org/licenses/odbl/1.0/). The Open Database License (ODbL) is a license agreement intended to allow users to freely share, modify, and use this Dataset while maintaining this same freedom for others, provided that the original source and author(s) are credited.